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About This Game

The Four Kings Casino & Slots is a social MMO that allows you to immerse yourself in a simulated casino experience. You will
start off by creating a personalized 3D avatar that represents you in the online world. As you play, you will be rewarded with
more extravagant and prestigious clothing to further customize your look. As soon as you enter the casino you will be able to

participate in the most popular casino games like Texas Hold’em Poker, Slots, Blackjack, Roulette, Video Poker, and more. The
Four Kings Casino & Slots is a living, breathing world that is constantly evolving with new events, clothing, and games.

At The Four Kings Casino & Slots you can play at your own pace. You can socialize and play at low limit tables, or you can
work your way into the VIP section and play for high stakes. The top ranked players at the end of each season in the casino are
awarded with exclusive in-game rewards. Seasons last 3 months and the Number 1 ranked player will get their picture posted in

the Hall Of Fame.

Get the royal treatment at The Four Kings Casino & Slots.

Localization Note:

The title is currently localized to Danish, French, German, Greek, Italian, Russian and Swedish with a varying amounts of
Arabic, Bulgarian, Chinese (Traditional) Czech, Dutch, Finnish, Hungarian, Japanese, Korean, Norwegian, Portuguese,

Portuguese-Brazil, Spanish (European), Spanish (Argentina), Spanish (Mexico), Thai and Turkish in progress. If you would like
to help localize to your preferred language, please get in touch with us directly via email - info[at]digitalleisure[dot]com. We'd

love to have your help!
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Title: The Four Kings Casino and Slots
Genre: Casual, Free to Play, Massively Multiplayer, Simulation
Developer:
Digital Leisure Inc.
Publisher:
Digital Leisure Inc.
Release Date: 1 Jun, 2015

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 10

Processor: Intel Core i3

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: Intel HD Graphics 4000

DirectX: Version 10

Network: Broadband Internet connection

Storage: 2 GB available space

Sound Card: DirectX Compatible Sound Card

Additional Notes: A 64-Bit OS may be needed depending on your available RAM.

English,French,Italian,Russian,Swedish,Danish,Finnish,German,Greek
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Very basic sim with very little excitement. Might be better with consistent players, but probably not much. All the games are
very generic, without any of the themes or personality that make casinos fun.

The poker room is pretty disappointing, and I don't see any sign in the early access notes of there being plans for any sort of
major overhaul here. It's not at all like an actual casino poker room, and seems like it's been designed by someone who doesn't
know much about poker. There is no cash games, only sit-and-go style tournaments with extremely fast blind levels that tend to
turn the game into an all-in festival within minutes. There is no variety in games. The tables don't even have enough seats for a
typical casino poker game. The poker setup seems geared toward getting games over with as quickly as possible.. edit
6\/10\/2015: This is after the official free-to-play launch (no longer in early access): The game is a total mess. Chips are WAY
overpriced, there's only two poker tables total (!!!), the poker blinds go up super fast, rampant bugs, people losing chips they
paid real money for (the devs are doing refunds but still- it shouldn't happen at all).

The devs need to switch away from their income coming from chip sales, and more towards the cosmetics or something. The
payment model as it is is NOT going to work. There is a solid game here, but it needs changes. Play some for free if you want,
but I wouldn't suggest investing at this point. Changing my review to a 'no'. Sorry devs, but it's a mess right now.

Everything below is only left for posterity, you can ignore it as it is completely outdated info

_______________________

edit 5\/12\/2015: Apparently the game has gone free now, just a few days after I purchased it. Bad timing on my part aside: The
game now has a decent population going, and there's definitely no reason to not recommend picking it up, since it's free!

Very solid game- the only real complaint I have is that poker blinds go up waaay too fast, but the devs have said they're looking
into it.
_______________________________

Since it is simply "YES" or "NO", I'm going "YES" here. But that's not really how I feel about it.

There is a great, functional core here. But the game is empty. Very empty. In two hours I've seen a total of 5 other players, all
but one of them were just at a slot machine and unresponsive to greetings. At some point, once there's some sort of population, I
think this will be a great game. Right now I don't really see a reason to reccommend buying it.. If you were a fan of Playstation
Home's casino and poker, this game has the style and social aspect carried over to the PC. I have been looking for some kind of
poker\/casino game on steam for some time and having been fond of Playstation Home's format this was an easy sell.

Pros
Free To Play After Launch
Games are fun and functional
Chips granted every 15 minutes and as rewards
Pimp your avatar with reward points earned by playing!

Getting Free Chips
See my GUIDE for more details
Every 15 minuest in game - 25 Chips
Daily Tasks (e.g. Play 5 Hands of Blackjack) - 25 Chips Each with Bonus for Completing All
Weekly Tasks - 500 Chips Each
Events - TBA
Daily Log In - Bonus Chips for a Daily Log In, Even More After Consecutive Days
Leveling Up on Games - Progressive Chip Bonuses as You Increase Tier

The more people that get into this game the better it will be.
Always more fun to walk into a full casino than a dead one.. EXTREMELY DISAPPOINTED
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Pay to Play game!!!! If I would of known I wouldnt of wasted my money!!!!!! I dont know about you but when I buy a game I
expect to play it once I buy it.... I shouldnt have to buy chips to play long enough to have fun

When early access is done game is free to play haha sounds like a joke cuz they only give you like 25 chips per 15 mins and one
pull on a really low pay out on a slot machine....If u ever played a casino game you know that doesnt last long most casino games
give you Minimum a few thousand

There max bet limits are also a joke max bet is $400.. Where is the win big

These guys are too greedy and that will be there down fall, Games should be fun for all and if there having fun they will want to
buy chips but if you have no free chips you might as well go to the real casino

Dont let the pictures fool you there are at most 5 people in the casino at a time when i join. its like a ghost town. A great game
for your gambling fix coming back from vegas.. Addictive af. An interesting hybrid between an MMO and a Facebook casino
game, Four Kings adds a social element that is missing from those games. Reminds me a bit of the long since cancelled This is
Vegas but multiplayer. In this state, there is a lot of variety in the different types of casino games, even if they suffer from the
major population issue mentioned below. But at least it isn't just limited to a few of them. Best part is that you don't have
multiple spam messages all along your Facebook wall from your parents trying to get chips from you.

Game runs fine on my machine at least and save for one period where I had issues loading the character customizer, everything
is fine on a technical standpoint.

The only thing holding the game back is its lack of players, which due to the social nature of the game seriously harms the game
even in this Early Access state. Hopefully once it launches people will give it a look. Maybe if Digital Leisure adds crafting and
zombies, people will play it. :)

Some suggestions to the developer for release and beyond:
Figure out some reason for people to use the nightclub, whether its a drink-serving minigame to earn chips or something else
worthwile. Seems useless at this point in time. Same with the Hotel Room. I'd love a GTA style TV where you watch pre-made
shows but that's way too expensive for this kind of indie development studio. A possible area for user-generated content
perhaps?

More slot and video blackjack variations.

Poker and Blackjack tournaments.. If you are a true gambling person, you'll love this game. If like me you were looking for a
fun way to pretend to gamble then do not buy this game because once out of Early Access it could end up costing you a lot of
money if you continue to play the game. During Early Access you can earn small amounts of chips (usually 25 chips at a time)
for doing several things like visiting certain area's of the casino, plus you can earn the same number of chips for every 15
minutes you spend in game. When you enter the Casino after purchasing the game you are given 1000 chips.

My first love is slots, so I casually ran over to the slots and after 10 spins I'd spent virtually all of my chips. Thankfully, during
the Early Acess phase you can get more chips for very little money; i.e. there are several selections ranging from 500 chips to 40
000 chips each one of which costs you $0.01 to purchase. This amount is deducted from your Steam wallet. Once early access is
over these will undoubtably change and cost much more. Sadly, like any gambling den, the odds are always stacked against you.

After the 10 turns on the slots, with virtually no chips left and not wanting to wait around for almost an hour before I could get a
couple more spins, I left, then rejoined the following day because I was under the impression that during Early Access we would
be given 1000 chips every day, but this was not the case (I purchased the basic game plus the cheaper of the dlc's, (costing me a
total of just over \u00a316).

I don't know whether you can or will be able to convert any winnings to real money, but even if you were, it's only a lucky few
that would ever manage to get any real money back.

Personally I'm really disappointed with this game. I was hoping to be able to play a wide range of different slot machines, but
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there was little variety to be found, plus until I decided to buy the highest slection of chips I only had enough for two spins and
four goes on the roulette table (which has a minimum bet of 10 chips).

Part way through my second visit there was a server reboot. I was given literally a minute's warning in which I was asked to log
off. As I was part way through a gamble when this occured I wasn't pleased.

Despite it being in Early Access, so by definition not a completed game, I can't recommend this game to anyone but hardened
gamblers.. This game while in early access shows a fair amount of promise.

Pros:
Developers can be found in game and seem to be open with community.
Selection of games with more on the way.
Friendly community.
Leaderboards. (If you like that sort of thing)
Will become free to play after launch so if not interesting in paying at the moment can still play later on.
Feels like a casino.

Cons:
Needs more players.
Feels like a casino.

Overall it seems like the game will do well, has the casino feel down (bit lifeless however might be good to see some staff. Be
prepared to praise it for being a casino then curse it for being a casino (remember casinos are design so the house always wins in
the long run). Avatar design is basic but prefer it over the other option of their not being one. I mainly got this game due to
searching for casino based game on steam to feel a gap from test drive unlimited 2's casino (which I played on console) and I am
not disappointed. Sure it still needs tweaking and more options but overall seems like it will do well if it can get the player base..
I think the game will eventually be good but it would help a lot if there was a game guide. I find it difficult to control
movements of my avatar and don't really know how to access everything. Need way more different slot machines for me to stay
interested. The casino itself is very nice and the avatars realistic looking.
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If you are into casino games, you will love this. You don't need to spend real money.. UPDATE::: The devs have seen it fit to
immediately ban me from their discusson board after this review was posted. For that I warn folks who have issues to be careful
speaking up. Seems this Dev likes their dirty tricks when they don't want their filthy laundry aired out.

This is my final review edit. After enough time with four kings, I have decided they have completely lost touch with the fanbase
who supported them from day one. Just as they did on playstion home for six long years.

Im going to be honest here, I'm not liking the way things are going. I thought after they had their time with playstation home,
we'd see changes that showed they learned their lesson last time from customer feedback.

I remember a time when DL had a casino on ps home, it was an avitar social world with literally hundreds of mini games and
places to chat and play. Game themed rooms and more. They also had a casino there and they did the same thing with chips
there. The games there were PLAUGED with bugs and cheaters, very little was done. However they had no issue releasing an
apartment for over 50 dollars that came with the same games you already had access to in their casino and they REFUSED to
change the pricing even with such negative feedback. Oh and might I add, the people who were stupid enough to buy it lost
those items anyway when ps home closed it's doors this past march.

People lost thousands of chips with no rembursement, and the tournaments were a joke. You had to pay 4.99 for a tournament
bracelet with no guarantee of any reward. Just a pat on the back for those who didnt make the cut, while they pocketed their real
money.

I was much happier with this game during EA. Now? Theyre making the game completely un fun by catering to the new players
they want to spend money. Bingo nerfs are beyond terrible.

Im now seated at a progressive game with over 25 players. The pot would usually be over 100k. It isn't even breaking 40k right
now...and rp payouts are the same as the main floor games.

The people who bought in during early access are being pushed away to cater to the casual player with a spending problem.

I have taken a break from four kings and returned today to see if the nerfs were truly as bad as they say, I'm unhappy to report
they are far worse than what players are complaining about. I remember sitting at bingo for hours, and not having this back of
luck either. One could say it comes and it goes, but this is just ridiculous.

I was quick to respond to a gent who made a post on how this game is not only exploiting potential gambling addicts, but nothing
more than a cash grab. I really would like to recall that person's username, so I can apologize and say they might be right.

Because the players who bought into this game and made is possible for it to even make it out of early access are being
disregarded. If this is what developers plan to do to people who buy into their games in order to support a title, I am swearing
off EA games entirely. Because this seems to be a NASTY habit with devs on here. They bend over backwards during EA, but
after they get your money all bets are off.. This is, without a doubt, the best early access game I've ever bought. If you're
familiar with the PS3 Home casino, or even if you're not, you'll love this game.

I took a risk buying this, as I don't usually expect much from early access, but this really surprised me. From the couple of hours
of playing this, I've experienced stable, smooth, solid gameplay. I've tried all games in the casino, and they all work without a
single hitch. If it didn't even say it was early access, I wouldn't have even known that it was.

Good points:
- Has a nice atmosphere, really feels like a nice place to hang out
- Gameplay is smooth
- Control\/movement is great
- Blackjack
- The community who play regularly are really nice
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Improvement suggestions:
- Avatar customisation is lacking
- Lack of people to talk to (will improve with popularity hopefully!)
- Lack of people to play Poker with
- Chat\/messaging system is a slightly buggy

If you're looking for a great casino game, this is the one. You can have a great casino experience for a few dollars. It's definitely
worth buying now and investing for the future - I see great things ahead! Awesome job devs!. If you're looking to play alone in
an empty casino, this game is for you! In all seriousness, Four Kings Casino is a interesting title that is very similar to the PS
Home Casino. The developers are really nice and interactive. Slot and table games are very fun and fast. Why am I not
recommending this game then? Here's why:

BJ and roulette completely lack excitement since the betting limit is under 0.5% of your start money. It's really hard to play
poker when there's barely anyone online to play with and when there is they won't want to play with you. There's a VIP area
which requires you to play approx. 30h\/month to gain and maintain your VIP membership unless if you pay for it.

This game needs a lot of work still before it's ready for a release. For now: DON'T BUY THIS GAME! Play at a real online
casino! Obviously the lack of players isn't the developers fault but there are many issues that they should fix.

TL;DR: Nobody is online, betting limits are WAY TOO low. Don't buy this game unless you're dying for a casino game on
Steam.. This game is probably one of the easiest games I've found to just hop on for an hour or so a day and just have some fun.
The game is fairly well optimised after one of the latest patches, the game is now most certainly where it needs to be in terms of
performace.

The gameplay is so reliable and enjoyable, the only downside as many have said is the slots. Slots is the easiest game to sink
money and time into and the current machine is rather lackluster. I'm aware a new machine is on it's way and that's what I'm
most excited for.

There is some issues with the games UI still and quite a few issues regarding the VIP system and everything relating that is
rather confusing and not very well explained.

The customisation of the characters is very strong and enjoyable, there is a lot of options regarding your style and the currency
to buy items is a little hard to get however it's very rewarding when you finally get the item you have wanted.

My biggest gripe is the VIP system and that is runs on a server based clock and if you manage to get VIP one day before the end
of the month you get it for only that one day, then when the reset rolls around it clocks you back to normal status.
Even if you purchased one of the dlc packs for a month of VIP it resets you to normal status when the monthly reset happens -
so if you purchase it at a bad time you could only get 5 days of VIP or however long untill the month changes.

This is a game I have been waiting for, and for a very long time. I am so glad it has finally come and it is so enjoyable. The
updates are frequent however often not many new features as there is a lot of work to be done on the backend of the game and
the new games etc take a very long time to produce.
The payouts are balance, the game is fun, and the servers are fast.

A great game in my opinion and I'm glad I bought into the beta before it went F2P because I got so much out of it. A must buy
for any gambling enthusiast or card guys.
. shows potential. but wonder if it will turn into a real money online cassino, hopefulyt not. This game is everything it promises.
A classy casino with traditional casino games, a VIP lounge, hotel rooms, poker tables, with more planned.

Pros
___

-Realistic games, from periodically shuffling the deck in blackjack, to the betting ranges and free spins with a massive amount
of lines to hit on within the slot machines, the games have a nice, realistic feel to them.
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-Population is currently rising, making this community driven game even more fun.
-Awkward Dancing .

Cons
___
-Currently, the variety for slots and machine games is limited. The devs DO, however, have intentions to implement more slot
machine varieties as well as other games.
-Some interface issues. Poker in particular has some issues which makes the game less smooth to play, such as all-in not
showing the amount all-in'd for.

The devs are dedicated, and often hang out in the game talking to the players. I got to talk with one of the developers about the
future of the game, and there's a couple of things to look forward to.

- The Event Room. The future of this room will hold random events, and potentially be used to play games not currently in the
casino.
- Free to play access. While playing in development is fun, and will translate into in-casino rewards upon release, this game will
eventually be free to play. You can hop on with some buddies and hit the virtual casino for a night.

This game is what it promises ; A multiplayer casino with realistic games to play with friends.
. A very legit Casino game. Mostly it's great for testing any gambling theories out, before going to a real casino and trying with
real money. This game doesn't require you to spend any real money AT ALL. and it has pretty much EVERY casino game out
there. If you run out of money you (can) buy more, or you can just wait a little bit, do some side mission type thing, or wait until
tomorrow to get some more play money. So this developer makes real money of actual desperate gamblers that spend real cash
in order to top leader boards or buy cool clothes or whatever. But if you just want to try certain strategies before using real
money on them, this is the perfect game for that!. At first, I was surprised when I clicked to buy Four Kings Casino All-In Pass
and found out that this is just a DLC, and for purchase - it want to buy the game itself. Ok. I bought it. Since a VERY LONG
time waiting for something similar Reel Deal Slots in Steam. And cause I'm a fan of this genre of games.

And I was very disappointed... the presence of early access in no way justifies an EXTREMELY UGLY BLOCKY graphics.
Many games of this genre 15 years ago looked much better than this game. Halls, which is nearly the same as each other are no
different and artificially stretched by placing the same machine 10 pieces in a row. Only 1 kind of horrible slot machine
(seriously???) without interesting bonus and the possibility of doubling (on mobile devices, in F2P games - slots which made on
a much more decent level - hundreds). Video poker without the doubling possibility and other games made on the most
primitive level without interesting variations. And I doubt very much that at least some of these problems will be fixed with the
release.

Including a full absence of people in the lobby. I can't even give out my VIP invitations to friends in Steam, cause the VIP-
invitation system not working at the moment.

Not to mention the fact that my first acquaintance with the game began with an immediate disconnect from server after logging
into the system and inability to reconnect quite a long time, resulting to log into the game I was only able the next day.
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